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Name Date

LAN G U AG E.. M EC'I A'I',CS
O Lesson l: Punctuation

Directions: Fill in the circle next to the punctuation mark that is needed in the sentence.
Fill in the space for "None" if no additional punctuation marks are needed.

A. No I wasn't late for practice.

@;
@,
@"
@ None

B. The coach said, "The game will start
in about an hour."

@
@
@
o

J-}55 Read each sentence carefully. Pay special attention to the
..1CIUE punctuation marks that are shown.

O Practice - J
Matilda

@
@
@
@

1. The team carried in the bats balls, and

,

,

None

2. "Great catch" yelled the pitcher.

?

!

None

Did see that foul ball

?

,

None

hit a home run.

!

aa

t

None

5. That's three strikes," said the umpire.

,
aa

,,

None

4-

gloves.

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

o
@
@
rJ)

you

@
@
@
@

Yes the Fifth Grade Firecrackers won
the game.

@,
@
@!
O None

6.

3.
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Name Date

LANGUAGET MECHAwTCS
O Lesson 2= Punctuation

Directions: For A and questions 1-5, read each item. Fill in the circle next to the choice that
has a punctuation error. lf there is no mistake, fill in the fourth answer choice.

Jtt
O Practice -,j

Remember, you are looking for the answer that
shows a punctuation mistake.

strike it rich in the mines.

No mistakes
@
@

A. @ Samuel Clemens moved west

@ because he wanted to,

5.@
@
@

@

@
@
@
o

@
@
o
@

('
@
@
o

1.

2.

3.

4.

Samuel Clemens had no money

He began writing articles

for a newspaper called the
Te rritorial Ente rprises.

No mistakes

Samuel's newspaper articles

were eventually compiled

into his first book, Roughing lt

No mistakes

Samuel Clemens

first used the pen name:

Mark TWain while he worked as
a writer in Virginia City, Nevada.

No mistakes

742Wesl Main Street

Virginia City, NV 80235

December 12,2003
No mistakes

Dear Mr. Pendleton,

Thank you for telling our class
about Mark Twain.

He was a real character?

No mistakes

For numbers 6 and 7, read each sentence
with a blank. Choose the word or words
that fit best in the blank and show the
correct punctuation.

6. Gabriel watched a caterpillar climb up
the side of _ aquarium.

its

it's

its'

its's

7. He placed bits of grass,
small twigs inside.

some lettuce and

some lettuce, and

some lettuce, and,

some lettuce and,

(e

@
@
o

@
@

@
@

@
@
@
@
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LANGUAGE: MECHAwTCS
O Lesson 3r Gapitalization and Punctuation

Directions: For A and numbers 1-2, choose the answer that shows correct punctuation. For
B and numbers 3-5, choose the answer that shows correct punctuation of the
underlined part. Fill in the circle for "Correct as it is" if the underlined part is correct.

Jtt
O Practice -rj

To narrow your choices, eliminate answers you
know for sure are incorrect.

@

@

@

@

"Where is your suntan lotion,"

Debbie asked Veronica.

"Oh, I dont use that," veronica told
her. "l want a great tan."

"That's not a great idea," Debbie
said, shaking her head.

"We'll be outside from noon until 3:001

B. The statue of Liberty is one of the
Oest fnown syrnOols in the United
States.

Statue of Liberty

statue of liberty

Statue of liberty

Correct as it is

1. ln the years following the civil war
Chicago became the railroad and
commercial center in America.

With business thriving, no one was
prepared for what happened on

October 8, 1871.

3. On December 7,1941 , Japanese
planes attacked the U.S. naval base at
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.

Pearl Harbor Hawaii

Pearl, Harbor, Hawaii

pearl harbor, Hawaii

Correct as it is

Many acts of heroism were recorded,
in the hours following the attack.

were recorded; in the hours

were recorded in the hours

were recorded in the hours,

Correct as it is

An army pilot, lieutenant George Bickell
was one man honored for his heroics.

@ pilot, lieutenant George Bickell,

@ pilot Lieutenant George Bickell

@ pilot, Lieutenant George Bickell,

@ Correct as it is

4.

@
@
@
@

o
@
@
o

2.

5.

@ Alligators inhabit Swamps, Rivers,

and Coastal Areas of many
southern states.

O The best way to tell a crocodile from

an alligator is by observing its
snout.

@ A fire broke out in the Lumber
District.

The fire was one of the worst fires
in u.s. history.

Crocodiles are on every continent
except europe and antarctica.

Alligators except for a species
native to eastern China are limited
to the United States.
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LANGUAGET MECHAttttCS
O Lesson 4: Gapitalization and Punctuation

Directions: Read the passage. Fill in the circle for the answer that shows the correct
punctuation and capitalization for the underlined word or words. Fill in the circle for
"Correct as it is" if the underlined part is correct.

J.155 Answer the easiest questions first. Then go back to the harder -<1
hGlu$ questions .2ft'

O Practice -i ir'
The cowboys of the Pecos River region were a rough and fearsome (1) lot it was only natural

that (2) theyd invent a character like Pecos Bill. (3) Bills talents allowed him to do many things.

Among his exploits, he ended a long drought in Texas by digging the (4) rio grande river to get

water from the Gulf of Mexico. (5) On another occasion, Bill rode a cyclone without a saddle until

it "rained out" from under him. The resulting downpour created the Grand Canyon. Bill was also

credited with inventing roping and other skills important to cowboys. After becoming a cowboy,

he rode a wild horse (6) named "Widow Maker".

lot? lt

lot, it

lot. lt

Correct as it is

they'd

they'ld

theyd'

Correct as it is

Bills'talents

Bill's talents

Bills talent's

Correct as it is

@
@
@
@

('
@
@
o
@
@
@
@

1. @
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

Rio Grande river

Rio Grande River

rio grande River

Correct as it is

On another occasion:

On another occasion;

On another occasion.

Correct as it is

named Widow Maker.

named "Widow Makerl'

named, "Widow Maker."

Correct as it is

Rock and roll originally began in the 1950s. lt was the first music that American teenagers

could claim as their own its themes were centered around dances, cars, and relationships. And it

was simple and easy to remember.

their own. lts themes

their own. lt's themes

their own, its themes

Correct as it is
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LANGUAGE.. MECHA'V'CS
O Lesson 5: Gapitalization and Punctuation

Directions: Read the sentence with a blank. Fill in the circle for the answer choice that best
fits in the blank and has correct capitalization and punctuation.

"How

@
@
@
@

did you win so asked.

easily," They

easily?" they

easily" they

easily!" They

B. My _ gnawed happily on his bone.

@ friends's dog

@ Friends'dog

@ Friend's dog

@ friend's dog

oPract-""fiI
Remember to look for the answer that shows both
correct capitalization and punctuation. c

hool is1.

2.

School is in session from

@ september through june!

@ September, through June.

@ September through June?

@ September through June.

We took a tour of _ office.

@ Dr. Eli Hansen's

@ Dr Eli Hansens'

@ Dr. Eli Hansens

@ dr. Eli Hansen's

The waiter _ | get you anything else?"

@ "Asked can

@ asked, "Can

@ asked. "Can

@ asked "Can

4. Pamela takes lessons after school.

@ Piano lessons, Art lessons, and
Dance

@ piano lessons art lessons and
dance

@ piano lessons, art lessons, and
dance

O piano, lessons, art, lessons, and
dance,

5. The _ of students at my sc
48 inches.

had

Average Height

average height

average height,

Average height

I was surprised by what I

would ever believe me.

found; No one

found? No one

found, no one

found. No one

I am interested in buying stickers,
the best.

@ and yours are

@ and your's are

@ and yours'are

@ and yours, are

The people who Iive on about the
noise from the nearby airport.

Grant street complain

Grant Street. Complain
grant street complain

Grant Street complain

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
o3.

6.

7.

8.

c
@
@
o
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I Lesson 6:
Directions:

LANGUAGET MECHATII|CS
Titles, lntroductory Elements, Direct
Choose the sentence with correct punctuation.

Address

Yes dear you can go to Joe's
house.

Yes dear, you can go to Joe's,
house.

Yes, dear, you can go to Joe's
house.

Yes dear, you can go, to Joe's
house.

rF)

@

@

o

@

@

@

@

At twelve o'clock the doorbell,
rang.

At twelve o'clock, the doorbell
rang.

At twelve, o'clock, the doorbell
rang.

At twelve, o'clock the doorbell,
rang.

O Practice c
and@

@

@

(,

@

@

@

@

o
@
@
o

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

4.@

@

@

@

@

@

@

o

@
@
@
@

I loved the book The History of
Dogs.

I loved the book "The History of

DogsJ'

I loved the book The History of
Dogs.

I loved the book The history of

dogs.

My favorite song is "Over the
Rainbow."

My favorite song is Over the
Rainbow.

My favorite song is over the
rainbow.

My favorite song is Over the
Rainbow.

Let's go see the movie Titanic.

Let's go see the movie "Titanic."

Let's go see the movie Titanic.

Let's go see the movie titanic.

At the zoo, we saw lions

tigers and bears.

At the zoo we saw lions and
tigers and, bears.

At the zoo we saw, lions and
tigers and bears.

At the zoo, we saw, lions, and

tigers, and bears.

ls it true are Mark and Jason
coming to the party?

ls it, true are Mark and Jason
coming to the party?

ls it true are Mark, and Jason,
coming to the parly?

ls it true, are Mark and Jason

coming to the party?

ls that correct, Sam?

ls that correct Sam?

ls that, correct Sam?

ls that, correct, Sam?
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Name Date

LANGUAGE: MECHAT|TCS
SAMPLE TEST

Directions: Read the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the correct answer.

For numbers 1-3, fill in the circle next to
the punctuation mark that is needed in the
sentence. Fill in the space for "None" if no
additional punctuation marks are needed.

1. When we left the cafeteria this
afternoon we headed for the library.

,

,

None

2. "Hey, Mitzi. Are you okay? asked
Charles.

,5

,
,,

None

3. "l'm King of the Mountain" cried
Madeline.

@!
@fA ',\Y,/

@ None

For numbers 4-6, fill in the circle next to
the choice that has a punctuation error. lf
there is no mistake, fill in the fourth
answer choice.

I cant finish
the project, because
l'm going on vacation.
No mistakes

Yes, I'll go.

I always enjoy a day
at the park

No mistakes

John still has to
clear the table wash the dishes
and wipe down the counters
before he can watch television.
No mistakes

For numbers 7 and 8, read each sentence.
Fill in the circle for the answer choice that
best fits in the blank and has correct
capitalization and punctuation.

7. I like to play I like basketball
even better.

baseball, but,

baseball but,

baseball. But
baseball, but

@
@
@
o
@
@
@
@

o
@

@
o

@
@
o
@

o
@
@
t

4.

5.

6.

@
@
@
@

Fill in the circle next to the punctuation
mark that is needed in the sentence.
Fill in the space for "None" if no additional
punctuation marks are needed.

A. "You can see the Grand Canyon out of
the left windows" announced the pilot.

@
@
@
@
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8. The 

- 

were lined up for miles,
and not one of them was moving.

cars's
cars
cars'
car's

For numbers 9-12, read each grouP of
sentences. Fill in the circle next to the
sentence that is written correctly and
shows the correct capitalization and
punctuation.

e.@ Jake and Tristan went to the

movies

They paid for their tickets
popcorn and sodas.

They watched the Previews?

When the movie started, they

stopped talking.

Los Angeles, California, is a

favorite vacation sPot.

People come to see the

Beaches, Amusement Parks,

and Movie Studios.

@
@
@
o

@

o
@

10.

@

@

@

@

11.

@ Some people like to find

celebrity homes in beverlY hills.

The hollywood sign, is a famous

landmark.

Native americans used stories to

tell about nature and the world.

The Cherokees have a legend

about how fire came to Earth.

A bolt of lightning struck a

Sycamore Tree on an island.

A water spider, carried a chunk

of coal, across the water, to the

mainland.

Date

LAN G U AG E.. M ECH A'I''CS
SAMPLE TEST (cont.)

12.

15.

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
o

@
@
@
@

C The underground, railroad

helped runaway slaves escape

to freedom.

Railroad terminology was used

as a type of code to confuse the

Slave Catchers.

@ People who hid slaves in their
homes were called
"stationmastersl'

People who escorted the

runaway slaves along the

escape routes were called
"conductors?"

For numbers 13-16, read the sentence. Fill in
the circle for the answer choice that best fits
in the blank and has correct capitalization
and punctuation.

13. is taking a cooking class on
Saturdays.

Mr. Duncan, my teacher

Mr. Duncan, my teacher,

Mr. Duncan my teacher

Mr. Duncan, my Teacher

14. Someday, I would like to go to

Hawaii.

hawaii,

Hawaii?

hawaii.

The house at 609 Lucia 

- 

is
getting a new roof.

AVE

AVE.

Ave

Ave.
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16. that view beautiful?

lsnt'

lsnt

lsn't

ls'nt

For numbers 17-20, look at the underlined
part of each sentence. Fill in the circle for the
answer choice that shows correct punctuation
and capitalization. Fill in the circle for "Correct
as it is" if the underlined part is correct.

17. Many times, the earths plates move
along an existing fault.

earths'plates
earths's plates

earth's plates

Correct as it is

18. "l wonder if people in the Middle Ages
had pet dogs" Brian said.

dogs." Brian

dogs," Brian

dogs?" Brian

Correct as it is

19. Saguaro cacti live in one of the
hottest driest parts of North A,merica.

the hottest, driest

the hottest, driest,

the, hottest, driest

Correct as it is

20. The primary colors of pigments are
red blue and yellow

red, blue and yellow?

red blue, and yellow.

red, blue, and yellow.

Correct as it is

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

(t
@
@
(J)

@
@
o
@

@
@
@
o

Date

LANGUAGET MECHATYTCS
SAMPLE TEST (cont.)

21.

For numbers 21-24, fill in the circle for the
answer that shows the correct punctuation
and capitalization for the underlined word
or words.

Firefighters work day and night. When
there is a (21) fire each firefighter has a
special duty. The duty may be to (22) connect
hoses to Water Hydrants, set up t"OOets, toot

for and rescue people, break windows, or cut
holes in the roof or walls of the building to let

smoke, gas, and heat escape. When
(23) firefighters are not fighting fires, they

clean and maintain their equipment. They

attend classes and have practice drills so they

can become better (24) firefighters, also they

exercise to stay in shape.

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

@
@
o
@

c
@
@
o

a fire. Each

a fire, each

a fire; each

Correct as it is

connect hoses, to water hydrants

connect hoses to water hydrants.

connect hoses to water hydrants

Correct as it is

Firefighters

firefighters'

firefighter's

Correct as it is

firefighters. Also,

firefighters, also,

firefighters! Also

Correct as it is

22.

23.

24.
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This is a report about mountain forests.
Read the report and use it to do numbers
25-28.

(1) The lower and middle slopes of a

mountain are usually forest areas. (2)

Coniferous forests have trees like Pines and

Spruces. (3) These trees have leaves shaped

like needles that stay green all year. (4)

Deciduous forests have trees like oaks and

maples. (5) These tree's have broad leaves

that change colors and fall off in autumn. (6)

The trees serve as homes for many birds and

rodents. (7) Forest predators stalk their prey

among the trees. (8) The forest area comes to

an end at a point called the timberline. (9) This

is the point beyond which it is too cold. for

trees to grow.

25. ln sentence 2, Pines and SPruces' is
best written -

pines and spruces?

pines and spruces.

Pines and Spruces;

As it is

ln sentence 5, These tree's is best
written -

These trees

These trees's

These trees'

As it is

26.

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
o

Date

LAN G U AG Et M ECrl AttltCS
SAMPLE TEST (cont.)

27. ln sentence 6, many birds and
rodents. is best written -

many, birds, and rodents.

many birds and, rodents.

many birds, and rodents.

As it is

@
@
@
@

28. ln sentence 9, too cold. for trees is
best written -

too cold, for trees

too cold for trees

too cold. For trees

As it is

@
@
@
@
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LAN G U AG E.. EXPRESS'O'Y
O Lesson 7: Usage

Directions: Choose the word or phrase that best completes the sentence.

o

' Examples \

'A. They only two days to go
until the science fair.

@ hads

@ haves

@ had

\ @ hatf

B. She _ if she could go to the
play.

O axed

@ asked

@ asking

@ ask

tU \ rf vou are no

-ClUg one in the bl
t sure which answer is correct, try each
ank. Choose the one that sounds best.

1. Jeremy taught to play the
guitar.

hisself

itself

themselves

himself

2. The sleek steamer through
the quiet night.

@ slided

@ slipped

@ slipping

@ sliding

The dog under the fence.

@ crawled

@ to crawl

@ crawling

@ crawlings

Tomorrow, l_myfriend.
C to meet

@ will meet

@ meets

O met

is_thanlam.
more hungrier

hungriest

most hungry

hungrier

6. The twins can take care of

themselves

herself

himself

yourselves

The roses than the
carnations.

are more fragranter

is more fragrant

was more fragrant

were more fragrant

He was the _ member of the
club.

more louder

louder

loudest

most loud

@
@
@
@

Sheila

@
@
@
@

5.

7.

o
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

3.

8.

4.
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LAN G U AG E: EXPnESSrOrtt
O Lesson 8! Usage

Directions: Read the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the correct answer.

' Examples
a

Choose the answer that is a complete and
correctly written sentence.

A. @ The club members met in its
treehouse.

@ Each week, thems had a
meeting.

@ They chose Reggie as the club
president.

(D) Reggie builded the treehouse.
\ 

\--l

Read each answer choice. Fill in the circle
for the choice that has an error. lf there are
no errors, fill in the fourth circle.

A ample supply of

fruits and vegetables

is needed for a healthy diet.

No mistakes

B. @
@
@
o

J]J b Look carerut
..,.\ClU9\ vou choose

O Practice -''j
ly at all of the answer choices
the one you think is correct.

before

1.

For numbers 1-2, choose the answer that
is a complete and correctly written
sentence.

Scientists spends many hours

recording the behavior and

habits of animals.

They search for clues to explain

why animals act as they do.

Through careful observation, the

behavior of an animal might

could be explained.

Lemmings, however, does an

unexplainable thing.

Glass snakes ain't snakes at all.

They is one of several kinds of

lizards that inhabitate the earth.

Most legless lizards resemble

worms, but the glass snake
looks very much like a true

snake.

It can break off his tail as easily

as a pieces of glass.

For numbers 3-5, read each answer
choice. Fill in the circle for the choice that
has an error. lf there are no errors, fill in
the fourth circle.

A beach vacation and a ski

vacation

is alike in some ways

and different in others.

No mistakes

Doing the laundry is a big

contribution

to my family, and I get to Put
away

my own clothes exactly the waY

like them.

No mistakes

For many years,

jigsaw puzzles have been

entertained

to both children and adults.

No mistakes

(n

@

@

2.

@

@
@
@

o
@

@

o
@
@

o
@

3.

4.

5.
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L AN G U AG E.. E XP R E SS'O'I'
O Lesson 9: Usage

Directions: Read each passage. Use the passage to answer the questions.

Read the underlined phrases carefully. Think of the best way
to write those phrases.

O Practice

(1) ln Great Britain 150 years ago, hospitals for the sick have been unpleasant places. (2) The

surgeons would be found wearing blood-stained and gtite-splatteted clothing. (3) They often refuse

to change clothing or equipment between surgeries. (4) Diseases traveled readily under patien-ts it''' a

filthy atmosphere where bedding and clothing went unwashed. (5) Hospital food was of meager

benefit, sometimes tainted and barely nourishing. (6) Them who provided nursing care had little or

no training and lacked motivation. (7) The wealthy in this period did not send their family members to

the hospital, but had doctors and nurses come to their homes.

3. ln sentence 4, under is best written -
A arOUnd

e through

c between

o Asitis

4. ln sentence 6, Them is best written -p Those

e They

u Themselves

.r As it is

1. ln sentence 1, have been is best
written as -

A Wefe

e W?S

c €ll€

o Asitis

2. ln sentence 3, refuse is best written -p refused

c refuses

u refusing

.r As it is

Example

(1) We was reading an article called "Food for Thought." (2) lt is about what we should and

shouldn't eat as snacks. (3) Some of the ideas in the article are very good, such as choosing an

apple instead of chips. (4) The article makes me think, but it also makes me hungry.

A. ln sentence 1, We was is best written -A We are

e We wasn't

c Weis
o Asitis
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LANGUAGET EXPRESSTOTU

O Lesson 10:
Directions:

Verb Tenses
Choose the correct sentence.

O Practice

@

@

o
@

We will go to the fair, and we will
see the animals.
We went to the fair, and we will
see the animals.
We will go to the fair, and we
saw the animals.
We go to the fair, and we saw
the animals.

They went on vacation later in
the summer.
They going on vacation later in
the summer.
They will go on vacation later in
the summer.
They goes on vacation later in
the summer.

c
@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

1.

2.

3.

Last week, Jenna and I had

lunch at the restaurant.

Last week, Jenna and I have

lunch at the restaurant.

Last week, Jenna and I has

lunch at the restaurant.

Last week, Jenna and I will have

lunch at the restaurant.

Next week, Jenna and I had

lunch at the diner.

Next week, Jenna and I having

lunch at the diner.

Next week, Jenna and I has

lunch at the diner.

Next week, Jenna and I will have

lunch at the diner.

Mia and Emmett will get married
last Saturday.

Mia and Emmett got married last

Saturday.

Mia and Emmett get married last

Saturday.

Mia and Emmett should get

married last Saturday.

My dad has walked to school
every day when he was young.

My dad had walked to school
every day when he was young.

My dad will walk to school every
day when he was young.

My dad have walk to school
every day when he was young.

Lucy bought five books, and I

buy three books.

Lucy buys five books, and I

bought three books.

Lucy bought five books, and I

bought three books.

Lucy will buy five books, and I

buying three books.

I have biked twenty miles by the

end of next week.

I had biked twenty miles by the

end of next week.

I would have biking twenty miles

by the end of next week.

i# H i:".1i:ilffi:'J-' " "' @

4. @

@

@

o
@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

5.

6.
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LANCUAGET EXPRESSTOTV

O Lesson I 1: Gonjunctions, Prepositions, lnterjections
Directions: Choose the correct sentence.

O Practice

@ Hang the picture through the
table.

Hang the picture over the table.

Hang the picture within the table.

Hang the picture among the
table.

@
@
@
o

Why, here you are!

Why here you are!

Why! here you are.

Why here, you arel

1. @ Only one boy can win the
contest, so it will be Henry and
Luke.

I walked up the sidewalk, either I

did not go into the house.

I walked up the sidewalk, or I did
not go into the house.

I walked up the sidewalk, but I

did not go into the house.

I walked up the sidewalk, nor I

did not go into the house.

Hey it's my turn next!

Hey, it's my turn next!

Hey! it's my turn next.

Hey it's, my turn next!

Either Nick and Brayden wants
chocolate ice cream.
Either Nick nor Brayden wants
chocolate ice cream.
Neither Nick or Brayden wants
chocolate ice cream.

Neither Nick nor Brayden wants
chocolate ice cream.

4. (t

@

@

o

@
@
@
@

@

@

@

o

5.

o
@

@

@

@

@

@

@

2.

3.

6.

@ Only one boy can win the
contest, so it will be Henry nor
Luke.

@ Only one boy can win,the
contest, so it will be Henry but
Luke.

Only one boy can win the
contest, so it will be Henry or
Luke.

The cat likes to sleep under the
window where it is sunny.

The cat likes to sleep on top of
the window where it is sunny.

The cat likes to sleep over the
window where it is sunny.

The cat likes to sleep away from
the window where it is sunny.

All the girls or the boys is invited
to the dance.
All the girls nor the boys are
invited to the dance.

All the girls and the boys are
invited to the dance.
All the girls but the boys are
invited to the dance.
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LANGU AGE.. EXPRESS'O'V
O Lesson 12: Sentences

Directions: Read the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the correct answer.

Read each sentence carefully. Decide who the
sentence is about and what action is taking place.

O Practice

For numbers 1-3, find the underlined part that is the simple subject of the sentence.

1. My dad cooked spaghetti and meatballs for dinner.
:a-@@ @ @

Last
:-('

WC

Q'

were in fourth grade.

The team celebrated its victory at the pizza parlor.

For numbers 4-6, find the underlined part that is the simple predicate (verb) of the sentence.

4. Ramona performed a dance routine for the talent show.

The animals at the zoo usually eat around sunset.

@@
Often, Eli delivers his packages before lunchtime.

@@@

5.

6.

year

@

3.

Examples

Find the underlined part that is the simple subject of the sentence.

A. The cat jumped from the bed to the floor.

@@

Find the underlined part that is the simple predicate (verb) of the sentence.

B. Joshua painted a picture of the mountains.

--o@@o
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LAN G U AG E t EXPRESSIOTi|
O Lesson 12: Sentences (cont.f

Directions: Choose the answer that best combines the underlined sentences.

A. Amber enjoys horseback riding.

Amber enjoys soccer.

Amber enjoys horseback riding, but
also soccer.
Soccer and horseback riding are
enjoyed by Amber.
Amber enjoys horseback riding and
soccer.
Amber enjoys soccer but not
horseback riding.

@

@

@

@

rt&
O Practice -,.)

Read each answer choice carefully. Decide which
one sounds the best.

7. The computer is working.
I can't connect to the lnternet.

I can't connect to the lnternet if
the computer is working.
I can't connect to the lnternet
with the computer.
The computer is working, so I

can't connect to the lnternet.
The computer is working, but I

can't connect to the lnternet.

8. We raked the leaves yesterday.

The wind blew the leaves off the trees.

Yesterday, we raked the leaves

that the wind blew off the trees.
The wind blew the leaves up the

trees, so we raked them up
yesterday.

The leaves, that we raked were

blown.
We raked the leaves yesterday

and the wind blew the leaves off
the trees.

9. The lodge is over 200 years old.

The lodge is still a comfortable
place to stay.

@ The lodge, which is over 200
years old, is still a comfortable
place to stay.

Still a comfortable place to stay,

the lodge is over 200 years old.

The lodge is over 200 years old,

because it is still a comfortable
place to stay.

Because it is over 200 years old,

the lodge is still a comfortable
place to stay.

@

@

@

@
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LANGUAGE: EXPRESSTOTU

O Lesson I 4= Panagraphs
Directions: For A and numbers 1-2, choose the best topic sentence for the paragraph.

O Practice

A paragraph should be about one idea. The correct
answer is the one that fits best with the rest of the
paragraph. c

1. A honeybee collects Pollen and
nectar from a flower. When the bee goes
to the next flower, some of the pollen
from the first flower falls onto the second.
The second flower uses this pollen to
make seeds.

It is estimated that honeybees
pollinate billions of dollars worth
of crops each year.

The most important role of the
honeybee is to pollinate Plants.
lf you are stung by a bee,
remove the stinger carefullY.

Bees are considered pests.

Toads and tree frogs croak in
the evenings. Sometimes the chirping of
the crickets is so loud that you can't hear
the little frogs. But the booming of the big
bullfrogs can always be heard. I don't
know how Lane Roy sleeps.

Crickets are louder than frogs.

Swamps are homes to many
different creatures.

Frogs make a variety of sounds.

The swamp behind the house is
filled with sound.

For number 3, find the answer choice that
best develops the topic sentence.

3. Anne Frank was born into a
prosperous German familY.

@

@

@

2.

o
@

@
@

ng

@

Animals eat a variety of foods found
in nature.

There are many different animals in
the United States.

Animals move about in many
unusual ways.

Animals have different kinds of feet.

@

@

@

@

Snails produce a liquid on the
bottom of their feet. Then they "sutf" on
the rippling waves of this sticky liquid. Sea
stars have slender tube feet with tiny
suction cups that help them grip. Dolphins
whip their tails up and down to thrust their
bodies through the water.

@ Her father, Otto, was a
businessman. But the Franks

were Jews and when Adolf Hitler

took power, Otto moved his

family to Amsterdam.

For two years, Anne and seven

other people lived in a secret

annex. They had to remain still

and quiet during the day.

When Otto was released from

the concentration camP, he

returned to Amsterdam. He was

the only person in his family who

had survived.

Anne found comfort writing in
her diary. She wrote about the

cramped space she lived in,

about the quarrels and

difficulties of life in their hidi

place, and about her fears

and joys.
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LANGUAGET EXPRESSTOw
O Lesson 15: Paragraphs

Directions: Read the paragraph. Fill in the circle next to the sentence that does not belong in
the paragraph.

OPract'""fii
Read each paragraph carefully to determine which
sentence does not fit the main topic.

Example

A. (1) ln 3000 a.c., the early Egyptian 
I

boats were constructed from the papyrus 
I

plant. (2) With the Egyptian's limited I @
@
@
@

Sentence 1

Sentence 2

Sentence 3

Sentence 4

knowledge of navigation, they could only sail
with the wind. (3) These reeds, from which

early paper was made, could grow to be 20
feet high. (a) The reeds were cut, bundled,
and tied together to form the boat.

1. (1) ln 1567, Francis Drake, John

Hawkins, and other English seamen were on

a voyage. (2) They hoped to make a profit by

selling smuggled goods to some of the

Spanish colonies. (3) On their way back from

their voyage, they stopped at a Mexican port.

(4) By far, Drake is best known as the first

Englishman to sail around the world.

Sentence 1

Sentence 2

Sentence 3

Sentence 4

2. (1) ln his book Over theTop of the

World, Will Steger relates the travels of his

research party across the Arctic Ocean from

Siberia to Canada in 1994. (2) With a team of

6 people and 33 dogs, Steger set out by

dogsled to complete this daring mission.
(3) Steger is a good writer. (4) Along the way,

the party would exchange dogsleds for canoe

sleds because of the breaking ice packs.

C Sentence 1

@ Sentence 2

@ Sentence 3

O Sentence 4

3. (1) The "Great Zimbabwe" is one of

many stone-walled fortresses built on the

Zimbabwean plateau. (2) The Shona spoke a

common Bantu language and all were

herdsmen and farmers. (3) Researchers

believe that the Shona people built this

structure over a course of 400 years. (4) More

than 18,000 people may have lived in the
"Great Zimbabwe."

Sentence 1

Sentence 2

Sentence 3

Sentence 4

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@
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LANCUAGET EXPRESSTOTY
O Lesson 16: Paragraphs

Directions: Read each paragraph. Use the paragraph to answer the questions.

Some people in South Africa keep
meerkats as pets. They are convenient to
have around the house when mice and rats
are a problem.

is the best last sentence?

The meerkat eats plants.

Meerkats can stand as straight
as boards.

Meerkats are not cats.

Meerkats seem capable of
performing some of the same
duties as working cats.

n (\^
) ? -J Think about the topic of the paragraph. Make sure that ail the
1CIUE sentences you choose match the same topic. .6

O Practice -t-l nt/
_tY

(1) Frogs are unique and interesting animals. (2) Frogs have narrow bodies and ridges down
their backs. (3) They have large, round ear membranes and small teeth in their upper jaws. (4)
Their long hind legs enable them to take long leaps.(5) A toad's short legs limit it to only short
jumps. (6) Frogs have smooth, moist, soft skin. (7) Most frogs are water-dwellers.

1. lf another paragraph were added that
told about toads, what would make a
good first sentence for that
paragraph?

2. Which sentence should be left out of
this paragraph?

@ Sentence 3

@ Sentence 4

@ Sentence 5

o sentence 6

Choose the best last sentence for this
pa ph.

They lay clumps of eggs in their
watery habitat.

Toads have no teeth.

Frogs make a loud croaking
sound.

Most toads make their
homes on land.

@ Their ear membranes are
smaller than frogs'.

ln contrast to frogs, toads have
chubby bodies and ridges on
their heads.

@ Frogs are similar to toads in
many ways.

However, they lay their eggs in
strings rather than clumps.

3.

ragra

@

@
o
@
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LANGUAGET EXPRESSTOTY
O Lesson 17= Panagraphs

Directions: Read each paragraph. Use the paragraphs to answer the questions.

I'm writing a report in school about the
state of lllinois. I think some of the stories
about our family moving there would make it

more interesting. Can you tell me about the
time Grandma lived on the tarm?

A. Who would be an appropriate person
to send this letter to?

@ a business owner

@ a state congressman

@ a travel agent

@ a relative

J---Lt\ Think about the request that is being made in each paragraph.

hgt$ Decide who would most likely be able to help fulfill the reque"t. 
-.5^)

oPracrice f,
My family is planning a trip to Chicago,

lllinois. We will arrive on July 1, and we plan to
stay for five nights. Can you please help us

find a hotel? Also, any information you can

share about things to do in Chicago would be

appreciated.

1. Who would be an appropriate person to
send this letter to?

@ the owner of a restaurant

@ the mayor of Chicago

@ a hotel manager

@ a travel agent

2. What needed information is missing
from this letter?

the number of nights the family will

be staying

the number of hotel rooms needed

where the family is coming from

the type of food the family likes to
eat

I would like to make dinner reservations at
your restaurant for July 3. We would like to be

seated by 7:00. Please let me know if you can

accommodate us.

3. Who would be an appropriate person
to send this letter to?

a relative

a business owner

a restaurant manager

a friend

4. What needed information is missing
from this letter?

the number of people who want
to eat at the restaurant

the type of food the people like
to eat

how much money the people
plan to spend

the name of the hotel where
the people are staying

@
@
o
@

o
@

@

o

@

@
@
@
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Name Date

LAN G U AG E.. EXPNESS'O'i'
SAMPLE TEST

Directions: Read the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the answer you think is correct.

Find the underlined part that is the simple subject of the sentence.

A. The old red barn needed to be painted.

@ @@ o
Find the underlined part that is the simple predicate (verb) of the sentence.

B. The lions at the park roared loudly.

For number 1, choose the word or phrase
that best completes the sentence.

1. I saw the 

- 

tree in the world in
California.

@ tallest

@ most tallest

@ most taller

@ tatt

For number 2, choose the answer that is a
complete and correctly written sentence.

2. @ He didn't hurt hisself when he

bumped his head.

@ Theys have some concerns about
the homework.

@ Me and her practiced writing our

name backward.

@ Rika and I went in-line skating for

three hours yesterday.

For numbers 3-5, read each answer choice. Fill
in the circle for the choice that has an error. lf
there are no errors, fill in the fourth circle.

A more better place

to see bats

is the Carlsbad Caverns in New

Mexico.

Mom and Aunt Emily

aren't in no aerobics class

this Saturday.

No mistakes

After they finished the books,

Tom and Larry

wrote the report.

No mistakes

For number 6, find the underlined part that is
the simple subject of the sentence.

6. The of the was a castle.play

@ @@

For number 7, find the underlined part that is
the simple predicate (verb) of the sentence.

7, Heather wants herbs in her garden.

@@

4.

5.

setting

o

@
@
@

@ No mistakes

o
@
@
@

@
@
o
@
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8.

For numbers 8-10, choose the answer that
best combines the underlined sentences.

Mark will create a collage tomorrow.

Mark will use photographs for his

collage.

Mark will create a collage
tomorrow, but he will use
photographs.

Mark will use photographs
tomorrow and he will create a
collage.

Mark will create a collage tomorrow
and he will use photographs.

Mark will create a collage tomorrow
using photographs.

9. Amanda took us to the pond.

She showed us where to find the ducks

on the pond.

Amanda showed us where to find
the ducks on the pond that she
took us to.

Amanda took us to the pond and
showed us where to find the ducks.

Amanda took us to find the ducks,
but also where to find the pond.

Amanda showed us where to find
the pond and also where to find the
ducks.

@

@

@

Date

LANGUAGET EXPRESS|OI|
SAMPLE TEST (cont.)

10. Our town has parks. Our town has

beaches. Our town does not have a

public swimming pool.

11.

12.

@ To set up our camping gear, we
drove to the mountains.

Before we set up our
camping gear, we drove
to the mountains.

O Parks and beaches are in our town,
but nowhere is there a public
swimming pool.

Our town has parks, beaches, but
not a public swimming pool.

@ Our town has parks and beaches,
but it does not have a public

swimming pool.

A public swimming pool is not in
our town, but it does have parks
and beaches.

For numbers 11 and 12, choose the best way
of expressing the idea.

The school yearbook needed
photographs, so Jason took
photographs of his classmates.

Jason took photographs of his

classmates for the school
yearbook.

Because of the school yearbook,

Jason took photographs of his

classmates.

Jason took photographs, for the
school yearbook, of his classmates.

After we drove to the mountains,
we set up our camping gear.

We were going camping in the
mountains, so after the drive, we
set up our gear.
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13.

Read the paragraph below. Find the best
topic sentence for the paragraph.

Since they were so rare, the

sight of early motor cars was exciting to the

American public.

Today's cars are much more varied,

comfortable, and fun to drive.

Taking a car trip was quite a
challenge in the early days.

Not everyone welcomed the first
automobiles.

Gasol ine-powered automobi les

were available only to a few wealthy

individuals before the early 1900s.

Find the answer choice that best develops
the topic sentence.

14. Benjamin Franklin is one of the most
important people in American history.

His influence has remained with us

over 200 years. Today, we see his

picture on stamps and on the

hundred-dollar bill.

He died at the age of 84. We still

remember him over 200 years

later.

@

@

@

@

@ He owned his own printing

business and printed a newsPaper.

He considered printing his career,

but he was involved in manY other
things too.

He was one of 17 children born in
a very poor family in Boston,
Massachusetts. He did not receive

a very good education.

Date

LANGU AG E.. EXPRESS'O'V
SAMPLE TEST (cont.)

15.

Read the paragraph below. Find the sentence
that does not belong in the paragraph.

(1) Gregory's father worked for the Wildlife

Department. (2) One day, he came to Gregory's

class carrying a small cage. (3) When Gregory's

father left, the students discussed his visit.

(4) When he opened the top of the cage, a furry

little raccoon popped out.

@ Sentence 1

@ Sentence 2

O Sentence 3

@ Sentence 4

Read the paragraph below. Find the sentence
that best fits the blank in the paragraph.

The first comic books were made in 191 1 .

But it wasn't until 1933 that they really became

popular. The first best-selling comic books were

created by two high school students named Jerry

Siegel and Joe Schuster. He performed

amazing feats.

Some people are comic book

collectors.

They wrote their own science fiction

magazine about a superhero.

Nowadays, comic books are created

by publishing companies.

Comic books are sold in stores all

over the world.

c
@

@

o

16.
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Read the story and use it to do
numbers 17-20.

(1) lmagine going to a college where you

can major in video games! (2) Well, all the
students at DigiPen School is doing exactly that.
(3) A man named Claude Comair founded the
college in Vancouver, British Columbia.
(4) lt has a goal that is to teach students to
create computer animation and to also program

video games. (5) While this may sound like fun,
the school's curriculum is serious business.
(6) The teachers are professional programmers

and engineers. (7) The classes are taught
year-round for two years of intense study.

(8) Students typically from 8 n.v. to 9 p.H,r.

Monday through Friday and for much of the

day on Saturday.

17. Which sentence could be added after
sentence 6?

@ Each game requires several
programmers, artists, musicians,
and designers to make it

marketable.

The classes include advanced
mathematics and physics,

computer languages, and art.

The video game industry earns
billions of dollars each year.

The graduates of DigiPen will tell
you that they make a living doing
what they love best-playing video
games.

Date

LANGUAGE: EXPRESSIOTY
SAMPLE TEST (cont.)

18. How rs

@

sentence 4 best written?
Its goal is to teach students to
create computer animation and
program video games.

@ For its goal, it aims to teach
students to create computer
animation and program video
games.

Creating computer animation and
programming video games is the
goal the school sets for all of its
students.

@
@
@
@

o
@
@
@

O Teaching creating computer
animation and programming video
games is it goal.

19. Which sentence is incomplete?

Sentence 2

Sentence 4

Sentence 6

Sentence 8

20. ln senten ce 2, is doing is best written -
are doing

was doing

would be doing

As it is
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LANGUAGEI SPELLI,YG
Spelling Skills

Follow the directions for each section. Choose the answer you think is correct.
O Lesson 18:

Directions:

For numbers 1-4, find the word that is
spelled correctly and fits best in the blank.

1. Samantha had to renew her driver's 

-.@ licensse

@ lisense

@ liesense

@ license

2. Roger certified that the table was a
antique.

@ genuwine

@ genuine

@ genuin

@ genuinn

3. Please call a to rePair the sink'

@ Plumber

@ Plummer

@ Plumbner

@ Plumer

4. Agatha on the her mother's helP.

@ relys

@ relies

@ realize

O reelies

For numbers 5-8, read the Phrases.
Choose the phrase in which the underlined
word is not spelled correctly.

free sample
mental image
a small morsul
fried potatoes

airtight container
horse-driven carriage
hopeful lt.hr*-
countless stars

collapse under pressure

elderlie people

recite the poem

club members were initiated

scholarly pursuits

sparkling diamonds
went down in defeat
difficult profesi6n

@
@
o
@

@
@
@
o
@
@
@
@

(t
@
@
o

5.

6.

7.

8.

Choose the phrase in which the underlined
word is not spelled correctly.

knead the dough
send a repli

honor badge
fiery temper

Find the word that is spelled correctly and
fits best in the blank.

A. Elliot a song for the contest.

@ composed

@ compossed

O compoosed

@ compoased

Be sure you know if you are supposed to find a word
that is spelled correctly or incorrectly.
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Spelling
LANGUAGEI SPELL',YG

Skills
Follow the directions for each section. Choose the answer you think is correct.

O Lesson 19:
Directions:

Fill in the circle for the choice that has a
spelling error. lf all the words are spelled
correctly, fill in the circle for "No mistakes."

barge
fasinate

choir

No mistakes

@
@
o
@

Choose the phrase in which the underlined
word is not spelled correctly for the way it
is used.

rent is due
popcorn kernel

cast partf
beach tree

@
@
@
@

OPract-""fiI
lf you know which answer is correct, fill in the circle and
move on. Do not change your answer unless you are
certain that you made a mistake.

For numbers 1-3, fill in the circle for the
choice that has a spelling error. lf there is
no mistake, fill in the last answer space.

kindle

billiyun

focus

No mistakes

kwaint

loyal

pillar

No mistakes

pursue

jealous

heroic

No mistakes

For numbers 4-6, read each phrase. One of
the underlined words is not spelled
correctly for the way it is used in the
phrase. Fill in the circle for that phrase.

4. O worldwide piece

@ idle behavior

@ wounds will heal

O tight the ftare

@ $50 fare

@ lesson learned

@ fowl ball

@ apple core

O write a message

@ herd of buffalo

@ results will vary

O tie a not

For numbers 7-9, find the underlined part
that is misspelled. lf all the words are spelled
correctly, fill in the space for "No mistakei'

7. I beleive the experiment will prove the

G)
of fat inYhis recipe. No mistake.

@
existence

-- (9
lf you are board, you may go

(E
rake the leavEs. No mistake.

9. Come strait

5.

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

1.

b.

2.

3.

and

o
after school because you

@
outside

--(9

@
home

@
have un 

"ppoi,Rent. 
No mistake.
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LANCUAGET SPELL|I|G
SAMPLE TEST

For numbers 1-4n find the word that is
spelled correctly and fits best in the blank.

1. The waiter forgot to give us our

receipt

reciept

recete

recite

2. The detective will the crime.

innvestigate

envestigate

investagate

investigate

hnology is still growing.

indistry

industry

industree

industri

Shinook addressed the of
elders.

counsill

cowncil

council

counsell

For numbers 5-9, read the phrases.
Ghoose the phrase in which the underlined
word is not spelled correctly.

locked in a dungeon

casual conversation

betraid the trust

introduce your friends

reckreation area

knight in shining armor

hoarse voice

medium height

raise sheep

enough said

bouquet of balloons

aunts, uncles, and cusins

get into trubble

loose tooth

stormy weather

their bikes

itchy skin

reduce waste

bach of cookies

barge through the door

@
@
@
@

5.

6.

7,

@
@
o
@

o
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

o
@
@
(D

@
@
@
@

8.

o
@
@
t

The tec

@
@
@
@

3.

4.

o
@
@
o

9.

Directions: Follow the directions for each section. Choose the answer you think is correct.

Examples

the
not

@
@
@
@

Find the word that is spelled correctly and
fits best in the blank.

A. An island is by water.

surownded

sirrounded

serrounded

surrounded

@
@
@
@

Choose
word is

B.

phrase in which the underlined
spelled correctly.

a good impression

California misions

prehistoric animals

torn sleeve
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Name

11. @ grone

@ leather

O reason

@ No mistakes

For numbers 1O-12, read each item. Fill in
the circle for the choice that has a spelling
error. lf there is not mistake, fill in the last
answer space.

10. @ auction

@ caught

@ autum

@ No mistakes

12. @ retreive

@ sleigh

@ receive

O No mistakes

For numbers 13-15, read each phrase. One
of the underlined words is not spelled
correctly for the way it is used in the
phrase. Fill in the circle for the word that is
not spelled correctly.

13. @ our books

@ its raining

@ they're in charge

@ fined a fee

14. @ a flair for acting

@ minor damage

@ Plane clothes

@ a fishing pier

Date

LANGUAGE: SPELLING
SAMPLE TEST (cont.)

15. @ die the fabric

@ a broken window pane

@ hail, sleet, and snow

@ move forth

For numbers 16-19, find the underlined
part that is misspelled. lf all the words are
spelled correctly, fill in the circle for "No
mistake."

16. The village residants were wary of the

o@@
newcomer. No mistake.

17. A worrisome rumor spread threw the

@@@
school. No mistake.

18. He adjusted the bandage to cover the

@@
blister. No mistake.

19. The evidance proved her guilt. No

--
(4)@@

mistake.
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O Lesson 2O: Study Skills
Direetions: Follow the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the correct answer.

LANGUAGET STUDY SKrLtS

Think through your answers carefully. Ask yourself
if your answer makes sense.Jtt

O Practice -rj

Baseball

L History

A. Teams

B. Players

ll. Rules

A.

B. Batting

A. Line ll. A. in the outline on the left is
blank. Which of these fits best in the
blank?

@ Umpires

@ Coaches

@ Pitching

O Mascots

The Gold Rush

Thble of Contents

Chapter Page

1 TheOverlandTrail ...........1
2SeaRoutes .........27
3lntheDiggings .......42
4 Children inthe Mines ........68
5 AftertheGold Rush . ........85

Index
children

jobs in the mines, 68-73
schools, 76-77
traveling to California, 4-8, 31-32

daily life
in the diggings,4446
in the mines, 68-73

desert
crossing the desert, 7-1 0

gold
discovery, 1-3,44-46
gold fever, 1-6, 52-53

routes to California
Cape Horn, 27-32
Overland Trail, 3-12
Panama, 33-36

San Francisco
after the gold rush, 85-86, 90-92
before the gold rush, 1-3, 42-44
Winnemuca, Sara, 87

2.

1. Look at the table of contents. Which
two chapters might tell about how
people came to California?

@
@
@

@ Chapters 1 and 2

Chapters 2 and 3
Chapters 3 and 4

Chapters 4 and 5

Compare the index to the table of
contents. What information do you
think the book would provide about
Sara Winnemuca?

O how she came to California

what her life was like in the gold
mines
what her life was like as a child

what her life was like after the
Gold Rush

3. Look at the table of contents. Which of
these might you find in Chapter 1?

@ traveling on a ship

@ traveling in a covered wagon

O panning for gold

@ schools for the children of
gold miners

@

@
o
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Name Date

LANGUAGEI STUDY
O Lesson 21: Study Skills

Directions: Follow the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the answer you think is
correct.

t}55 Read the directions carefully. Be sure that you know what
hClU$ you are supposed to do for Lach question.

O Practice -'j

@

@

@
@

1. Kim is writing a report on the Liberty
Bell. Which of these would Kim not
want to include in her report?

a physical description of the

Liberty Bell

events in which the Liberty Bell

has been rung

where the Liberty Bell is hung

a description of Pennsylvania

2. ln writing her report, Kim used a book
titled Let Liberty Ring.Where in the
book should Kim look to get a general
overview of the book's contents?

the title page

the introduction

the glossary

the index

For numbers 3-4, choose the word that
would come first in an alphabetical list.

3. @ amber

@ amble

@ ambassador

@ ambulance

4. O phase

@ pharmacy

@ Pheasant

@ Phantom

For numbers 5-6, choose the best source
of information.

5. Which of these would tetl you another
word for beautifuQ

encyclopedia

book of quotations

thesaurus

almanac

6. Which of these would help you
understand the water cycle?

a map

a dictionary

a history book

an encyclopedia article

o
@
@
o

@
@
@
@

(t
@
@
(}

Examples

Choose the word that would come first in
an alphabetical list.
A. @ Great Britain

@ growl

@ granola

@ graPef ruit

Choose the best source of information.
B. Which of these would help you plan a

driving route from Los Angeles to San
Francisco?

an almanac
a road atlas
an encyclopedia
the owner's manual for an
automobile

o
@
@
@
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LANGUAGEI STUDY SK,L
SAMPLE TEST

Directions: Follow the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the answer you think is
correct.

Examples

A. What would you find in a table of
contents?

@
@
@
@

meanings of words

chapter titles

a dedication

a list of the author's references

B. Which of these books might provide
recipes used in Colonial America?

Building a Log Cabin from Scratch

Native Americans Before
Jamestown

Musical lnstruments in Early
America

A History of Cooking in America

o
@

@

@

Study the map below. Use it to answer numbers 1 and 2.

is the airport located?

north of Lower Street and east of

High Street

south of Long Street and west of

Possum Avenue

east of Highway 42 and west of
Red Bird Avenue

south of Concord Street and
north of Long Street

Where

@

@

@

@

MAP KEY

rY-\w,
n

= park

* house

ooo
- -"l* I = airporl

-_ * --Jaoo

2. lf you were to walk from the house at
the corner of Long Street and Possum
Avenue to the park, which directions
would you follow?

travel south on Logging Trail

Avenue and west on High Street

travel north on Possum Avenue

and west on Long Street

travel east on Long Street and

north on Red Bird Avenue

travel north on Possum

Avenue and west on

Concord Street

o
@

@

t

Concord Street

('oo
--*--l
-----t
---_*Jooa
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LANGUAGET STUDY SKt[l.S
SAMPLE TEST (cont.)

3. The "u" in campus sounds most like
the vowel sound in -

but.

music.

circus.
wet.

Which definition best fits the word
camp as it is used in the sentence
below?

The field workers lived in a camp a mile
away from the farm.

@1
@2
@3
@4

How many syllables are in the word
campaign?

ln which of these sentences is camp
used as a verb?

The governor's camp worked
through the night to prepare her
acceptance speech.
Della will go to music camp in
July.

The hike back to camp took
three hours.

The family will camp in Yosemite

this spring.

What part of speech is the word
campus?

verb
noun

adjective
adverb

Look at the words in the sample
dictionary. Which guide words would
appear on the dictionary page on
which these words are located?

6.

@
@
@
@

4.

@

@

o

@
@
@
@

7.

5.

8.
@
@
o
@

1

2

3

4 @ campground-candle
camera-campfire
camisole-canal
camper-campsite

@
@
@

Use the sample dictionary entries and the Pronunciation Guide to answer numbers 3-8.
I n. 1. a place, usually away from cities, where tents or simple buildings are put up
shelter for people working or vacationing there 2. a place, usually in the country, for

reation or instruction during the summer months [goes to summer camp each July] 3. a group of
people who work to promote a certain idea or thought or who work together in support of another
person v. 4.To live temporarily in a camp or outdoors.
cam.paign lkam:pdn/ n' 1. A series of military operations that make up a distinct period during a
war 2. A series of activities designed to bring about a desired outcome [an election campaign]
v. 3. to conduct a campaign
am.pus /'kam-pes/ n. 1. The grounds and buildings of a school

Pronunciation Guide:
sh, stdy, o = ? in alone and u in circus, wet, €asy, hit, hide, fox,96, but, mtrsic
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LANGUAGE..
SAMPLE

For numbers ts12, look at the picture of the
set of encyclopedias. Each encyclopedia is
numbered and contains information about
topics that begin with the letters shown on
the volume.

9. Which of these topics would befound
in Volume 5?

goats

nursing
a biogiaphy of Neil Armstrong

the history of Canada

10. ln which volume would you find
information on dinosaurs?

Volume 2

Volume 4
Volume 6

Volume 7

11. Which of these topics would not be

found in Volume 1?

the game of basketball
a biography of Hans Christian
Andersen
animals
a biography of Colin Powell

12. ln which volume would you find a map
of the United States?

Volume 1

Volume 3
Volume 6

Volume 8

@
@
@
@

o
@
@
o

@
@

@
@

o
@
@
@

\

Date

STUDY SK'LI.S
TEST (cont.)

Read each question below. Fill in the circle
for the answer you think is correct.

13. Look at these guide words from a
dictionary page.

era-everyday

word could be found on the page?

evict
entire
eternal
equipment

14. Look at these guide words from a
dictionary page.

license-local

word could be found on the page?

locate
light
liberty
logical

15. Which of these is a main heading that
includes the other three words?

Fruits

Grapes
Oranges
Strawberries

16. Which of these is a main heading that
includes the other three words?

Oxygen
Helium
Hydrogen
Gases

Which

@
@
o
@

Which

@
@
@
o

@
@
@
@

c
@
@
t
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I Lesson 22= Writing
Directions: On a separate sheet of paper, write a response to each prompt. lnclude all the

parts in the checklists,

1. Write an Opinion

Write a letter to your parent arguing
that you should receive a new privilege. lt
could be staying up later, going someplace
on your own, or doing chores for pay.

Checklist:

Read what you wrote. Did you remember
to do the following?

State your opinion.

Yes No

trtr
lnclude well-organized reasons,
facts, examples, and details that

support your opinion. tr tr

Use words such as consequently
and specifical/yto link your

opinion with reasons. tr tr

Write a strong conclusion that
summarizes your opinion. tr tr

2. Write an Opinion

Write a letter to your local newspaper
expressing your opinion about something
you would like to see changed in your
community. lt could be a new park or bike
path, cleaner streets, or more recreational
programs for young people.

Checklist:

Read what you wrote. Did you remember

to do the following?

Date

LANGUAGEI WR,TING

State your opinion.

Yes No

trtr
lnclude well-organized reasons,
facts, examples, and details that
support your opinion. tr tr

Use words such as consequently
and specifical/yto link your

opinion with reasons. tr tr

Write a strong conclusion that
summarizes your opinion. tr tr

3. Write to lnform

Write an article explaining how people
your age can incorporate eating healthy
foods into their daily routines. lnclude
ideas about healthy after-school snacks.

Checklist:

Read what you wrote. Did you remember

to do the following?

Yes No

lntroduce the topic clearly. tr tr

lnclude headings, charts, or
illustrations if they will help the
reader understand. tr tr

lnclude facts, definitions,
examples, and details that are
organized logically. tr tr

Use words such as in contrast
and especiallylo link ideas. tr

Write a concluding statement. tr
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NGUAGEI
O Lesson 22= Writing (cont,f

4. Write to lnform

Write a letter to a younger sibling,
cousin, or friend. Explain what he or she
will like most about being the age that you
are now Give some advice about how to
do well in school, make friends, and keep a
good attitude.

Checklist:

Read what you wrote. Did you remember
to do the following?

Yes No

lntroduce the topic clearly. tr tr

lnclude headings, charts, or
illustrations if they will help the
reader understand. ,tr tr

lnclude facts, definitions,
examples, and details that are
organized logically. tr tr

Use words such as in contrast
and especiallyto link ideas. tr tr

Write a concluding statement. tr tr

5. Write a Narrative

Write a fictional story about your
perfect birthday. Where would you go?
Who would you see? Begin when you wake
up on your birthday, and end when you go
to sleep that night.

Checklist:

Read what you wrote. Did you remember
to do the following?

Yes No

Establish the situation and
introduce characters. tr tr

Use techniques such as dialogue,
description, and pacing to develop
the story. tr tr

lnclude words and phrases that
show the sequence of events. tr tr

Provide sensory details. tr D

Write a good ending. tr tr

6. Write a Narrative

Write a story about two characters on a
journey to find something in the
wilderness or in the city.

Checklist:

Read what you wrote. Did you remember

to do the following?

Yes No

Establish the situation and

introduce characters. tr tr

Use techniques such as dialogue,

description, and pacing to develop
the story. tr tr

lnclude words and phrases that

show the sequence of events. tr tr

Provide sensory details. tr tr

Write a good ending. tr tr

@

Date
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O Part 1: Language
LANCUAGE PRACTICE 7ES7
Mechanics

Directions: Fill in the circle next to the punctuation mark that is needed in the sentence. Fill in

the space for "None" if no additional punctuation marks are needed.

For numbers 5-7, fill in the circle next to the
choice that has a punctuation error. lf there
is no mistake, fill in the fourth answer
choice.

7.

@
@
@
@

c
@
@
o

ho's

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
o

@
@
o
@

@
@
@
@

@
@
o
@

A. Many people line the streets to watch
the parade

@
@
@
@

!

?

None

1. Who ate the last meatball?" asked
Janet.

,
aa

None

Miken Sally and I took a baby-sitting
course last summer.

3.W

,

t

!

None

going sledding with me todaY?
aa

,

None

On Saturday morning all the
neighborhood kids meet to PlaY
soccer.

Most people

love pizza but

he hates it.
No mistakes

What do you think
is in the bag. I think
it's a cookie.
No mistakes

Maria plants flowers and

raises vegetables
in her garden.

No mistakes

For numbers 8 and 9, choose the word or
words that fit best in the blank and show
the correct punctuation.

8. On Valentine's D"y, class had

a party.

@ Miss Jacksons

@ Miss Jacksons'

@ Miss Jackson's

@ Miss Jacksons's

you may carry the water.

Yes

Yes,

Yes?

Yes.

6.

2.

4.

9.

@
@
@
@
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LANGUAGE PRACT',CE T

For numbers 10-13, read each group of
sentences. Fill in the circle next to the
sentence that is written correctly and
shows the correct capitalization and
punctuation.

10. C Mrs. Peterson may I check out this

book?

@ Moms candles come in handy when

the power goes out.

@ ln the morning, dad read us a story.

O Troy and Kenneth sit in the grass and

watch the clouds.

11. @ Ballet dancers create graceful patterns

using formal precise movements.

Last spring, four baby robins hatched.

Charles Lindbergh was the first person

to fly nonstop across the atlantic

ocean by himself.

Suzette and Jacques speak french at

home.

A bears home is a den.

A. A. Milne was born on january 18

1882.

At our house, green jellybeans are

always eaten first.

Since we don't drive, our mom's are

glad to drop us off.

Kate helped Alyson and Sara hang up

art projects.

Joels favorite subject is Aviation.

Maybe I shouldnt have had that

second doughnut.

Kim who left her keys in the car was

scolded for her carelessness.

@
o

12. (t
@

@

o

@

@
o
@

13.

Date

Part I t Language Mechanics (cont.l
For numbers 14-16, read the sentence with
a blank. Fill in the circle for the answer
choice that best fits in the blank and has
correct punctuation and capitalization.

14. The hospital is on _ near the
park.

Grant Ave.

Grant Ave,

Grant, Ave.

grant ave.,

15. Many camels live in the _.
@ African And Arabian Deserts

@ African And Arabian deserts

@ African and Arabian deserts

@ african and arabian deserts

16. Every summer I go with my
to Camp Muckamucka.

friends Ben and Mike

friends, Ben and Mike

friends Ben and Mike,

friends, ben and Mike,

Choose the correct answer for number 17.

the correct way to end a
letter?

Your Friend,

Jessica

Your Friend.

Jessica

Your friend,

Jessica

Your friend

Jessica

@
@
@
o

o
@
@
@

What is
friendly

@

@

o

@

17.
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LANGUAGE PRACTICE
Part l: Language Mechanics (cont.)

Brandon is writing an article for his local newspaper about an architect who designed some of the

buildings in the Grand Canyon. Read the article and use it to do numbers 18-21.

(1) Mary Elizabeth Jane Colter was one of the few female architects in the United States prior to

World War l. (2) She graduated from the california school of design and taught art to support her

mother and sister. (3) ln the early 1900s Colter was hired to design and decorate a building for

Native American crafts at the Grand Canyon. (4) She designed the building in a Hopi pueblo style'

(5) She wanted her building to look like it had been made long ago, so she used long beams and

small branches in the ceiling. (6) The building was made from red sandstone ladders connected its

uneven rooftops. (7) Hopi House, Hermit's Rest, Lookout Studio, Phantom Ranch, Watchtower, and

Bright Angel Lodge are six Grand Canyon buildings that were designed by Mary Colter. (8) ln all of

them, Colter created a lived-in look and a feeling of history. (9) Four of the buildings are National

Historic Landmarks.

18. ln sentence 2, california school of 20, ln sentence 6, sandstone ladders is
best written -design is best written -

O California School Of Design

@ California School of Design

@ California school of design

@ Asitis

19. ln sentence 3, ln the early 1900s

Colter is best written -
ln the early 1900s, Colter

ln the early 1900's Colter,

ln the early, 1900s, Colter

As it is

sandstone! Ladders

sandstone, ladder

sandstone. Ladders

As it is

ln sentenceT, Hermit's Rest is best
written -

Hermits Rest

Hermits'es rest

Hermits's Rest

As it is

@
@
@
@

c
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

2'1.
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LANGUAGE PRACTICE
O Part 2: Language Expression

Directions: Read the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the answer you think is correct.

For number 1, choose the word or phrase
that best completes the sentence.

stars the sky above.

was streaked

streaking

were streaked

streaked

For number 2, choose the answer that is a
complete and correctly written sentence.

Falling

@
@
@
@

1.

2.

@

@

o

@ I can't never keep my room

clean for very long.

My grandma has his own way of
doing things.

Jamie and Scott built a fort in
their backyard.

Brianna and Kylie went snorkles
in the ocean.

For numbers 3-5, fill in the circle for the
choice that has a usage error. lf there is no
mistake, fill in the fourth answer choice.

@ The fifth grade class

@ are studying

@ Aesop's fables.

@ No mistakes

3.

Date

o
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

5.

All winter long,

the sleeping tulips waited

for the warm spring sun.

No mistakes

We seed many

beautiful fish and enjoyed

the warm ocean water.

No mistakes

For number 6, find the underlined part that
is the simple subject of the sentence.

6. My parents speak German and sing

o@ @ @
German songs.

For number 7, find the underlined part that
is the simple predicate (verb) of the
sentence.

7. Every Saturday morning, the club

@@
meet at the treehouse.

@@
members

Find the underlined part that is the simple subject of the sentence.
A. The camp is located on the northern side of Lake Como.

6- -@- @. -6-
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LANGUAGE PRACTI'CE TEST
Part 2t Language Expression (cont')

For numbers g-10, choose the answer that best combines the underlined sentences.

8. Ghloe wanted chocolate cake for her bi4!99y party'

v.

O "*e 
wanted chocolate cake but not vanilla ice cream for her birthday party.

@ Chloe wanted chocolate cake for her birthday party, and she wanted vanilla ice

cream to go with it'

@ Chloe wanted chocolate cake and vanilla ice cream for her birthday party'

O Chloe wanted chocolate cake but vanilla ice cream for her birthday party'

g. uncle sid always plants tulip bulbs around the garden.

l-le plants the tulip bulbs in October.

-@ 
Uncle Sid plants tulip bulbs in October around the garden'

@ Uncle Sid always plants tulip bulbs around the garden in October'

@ ln October, Uncle Sid around the garden plants the tulip bulbs'

@ Uncle Sid always plants tulip bulbs around the garden, and he plants the tulip

bulbs in October' '

10. Jetfrey lives around the-corner

J@Eme over to help me clean the garage'

re t*ves around the corner, Jeffrey, who came over to help me clean the garage'

@ Jeffrey came over to help me clean the garage, and he lives around the corner'

@ Jeffrey, who lives around the corner, who came over to help me clean the garage'

@ Jeffrey, who lives around the corner, came over to help me clean the garage'

For numbers 11 and 12, choose the best way of expressing the idea'

When I baby-sit, I will play games with the children and read them books'

To baby-sit, I will play games and read books to children'

The children will play games and read books when I am there to baby-sit'

I will play games when I baby-sit and read books'

our vacation was made from a scrapbook of photographs and postcards'

A scrapbook of photographs and postcards were used for our vacation'

I used photographs and postcards to make a scrapbook of our vacation'

Photographs and postcards is what I used to make a scrapbook of our vacation'

11.

12.

@
@
@
@

o
@
@
o
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LANGUAGE PRACT/'CE 7ES7
Part 2t Language Expression (cont.)

Read the paragraph below Find the best topic sentence for the paragraph.

13. Wampum was used to decorate personal items such as clothing, and it was
common practice to weave thousands of these beads into wampum belts. The
lroquois exchanged wampum belts as promises to maintain peace and to confirm
friendships.

@ lf a chief was given a wampum belt, it meant he was being invited to come for a visit.

@ The lroquois arranged the beads in designs that had special meaning for keeping
records.

The Keepers of the Wampum were respected people.

Wampum is the name Native Americans gave to white or purple beads made from
shells.

Find the answer choice that best develops the topic sentence.

14. To scientists who study plants, corn is a mystery.

@ lt can be eaten in many ways. Some people grind it into flour. Others roast it and

eat it whole.

@ They know that people in the Americas planted corn as long ago as 4,000 years.

But they have not found a wild plant that is the ancestor of corn.

@ Ancient people like the Anasazi planted it. They used a sharp stick to make a hole

in the soil and then dropped kernels of corn into the hole.

@ Look at home or in the grocery store for things that contain corn. Read the labels

on packages of food. You'll probably discover that many more things contain corn

than you might have guessed!

Read the paragraph below. Find the sentence that does not belong in the paragraph.

15. (1)The Pony Express operated from April 3, 1860, to November 20,1861. (2)Though it
lost money for its owner, it successfully established a 2,000-mile mail route between St.

Joseph, Missouri, and Sacramento, California. (3) San Francisco was an impoftant city
in California during the 1860s. (4)The mail route was an important way to keep

communications open between the North and the West at the beginning of the CivilWar.

Sentence 1

Sentence 2

Senience 3

Sentence 4

o
@

@
@
o
@
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LANGUAGE PRACTTCE 7ES7
Part 2: Language Expression (cont.)

Read the article below about an important code that was used during World War ll. Use
the article to do numbers 16-19.

(1) Many years ago, a young Navajo boy was told that he must not speak his Navajo

language in school. (2) Later in his life, he became a United States Marine. (3) As a Marine, he

served in World War ll. (4) That's when his Navajo language gained new respect from the

outside world. (5) He was one of a special group of Navajo code talkers, a communications unit

that was sent to islands in the Pacific.

(6) ln battle, the code talkers were often among the first to land on beaches. (7) They used

their Navajo language to send secret messages by radio to headquarters. (8) For example, in

code talk, the Navajo word fsidl which means "bird," stood for aircraft. (9) The code talkers

information about the location.

(10) Code talkers could speak both Navajo and English fluently. (11) The code talkers had a

dangerous job carrying heavy radios and cables, and the enemy was always on the lookout for

them. (12) Some code talkers was awarded medals, such as the Bronze Star, for their bravery

and service. (13) The enemy was never able to break the secret code during the war.

16. How would sentences 2 and 3 best be combined without changing their meaning?

O Later in his life, he became a United States Marine and served in World War ll.

@ Later in his life, he became a United States Marine, but not in World War ll.

@ He became a United States Marine during World War ll.

O ln World War ll, he became a United States Marine and served the United States.

17. Which sentence is not a complete thought?

Sentence 1

Sentence 4

Sentence 9

Sentence 13

18. How is sentence 6 best written?

ln battle, and among the first to land on the beaches, were the code talkers.

Code talkers, who often were among the first to land on the beaches, were in battle.

Landing on beaches first, the code talkers were often in battle.

As it is

19. ln sentence 12, was awarded is best written -
@ were awarded

@ is awarded

O been awarded

@ have awarded

@
@
@
@

c
@
@
o
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LANGUAGE PRACT'CE 7ES7
O Part 3: Spelling

Directions: Read the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the answer you think is correct.

Fill in the circle for the word that is spelled
correctly and fits best in the blank.

A. We visited a farm.

@
@
@
@

the
not

@
@
@
o

phrase in which the underlined
spelled correctly.

befour leaving

among friends

in early evening

come together

For numbers 1-6, fill in the circle for the
word that is spelled correctly and fits best
in the blank.

1. The baby's _ cries awoke
everyone in the house.

@ schrill

@ shrill

O shril

@ shriell

2. The view from the cliffs is

@ goregeous

@ gorgous

@ gorgeous

@ gorjus

3. Pat's grandfather will this spring.

@ retire

@ retyre

@ reetir

@ retier

Dina _ the ball.

@ catched

@ caut

@ cot

@ caught

She wore a _ pair of earrings.

@ tinie

@ tiny

O tinee

@ tynee

6. The _ interviewed a celebrity.

@ reportur

@ reportir

@ reproter

O reporter

For numbers 7-10, choose the phrase in
which the underlined word is not spelled
correctly.

filtered water
deep raveene
lofty goals

herbal tea

desparate measures
fictional story
expert opinion
impressive performance

previously unknown
musical talent
bright future
a well-deserved promoshun

declare your goals

make a promise
profess the truth
swear an othe

7.

8.

9.

10.

@
@
o
@

@
@
@
o
@
@
@
@

@
@
@
o
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LANGUAGE PRACT,CE 7ES7
Part 3t Spelling (cont.)

For numbers 11-13, read each answer. Fill
in the circle for the choice that has a
spelling error. lf there is no mistake, fill in
the last answer space.

11. @ emerge

@ batery

@ disease

@ No mistakes

12. C prosper

@ literature

@ release

O No mistakes

13. @ tost

@ shrink

@ sparkle

@ No mistakes

For numbers 1zl-16, read each phrase. One
of the underlined words is not spelled
correctly for the way it is used in the
phrase. Fill in the circle for the word that is
not spelled correctly.

14. @ chews activities wisely

@ too many projects

@ straight hair

@ weed the garden

15. @ tow the boat

@ turn right

@ reel diamond ring

@ sweet potatoes

16. @ made by hand

@
@o

the mountain's peak

mist and rain

a creek on the stairs

For numbers 17-20, find the underlined
part that is misspelled. lf all words are
spelled correctly, fill in the circle for "No
mistake."

18. Niko paints nature scenes

19. Camels have broad, bony ridges above

No mistake.

20. The horsess pulled the wagons along the

--o@
dusty trail. No mistake.

@@

17. lt seems that every year, there are more

6-
flotes than the year before. No mistake.

@

especially

@(t
well. No mistake.

@@
each eye to sheild them from the sun.
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LANGUAGE PNACTICE 7ES7
O Part 4: Study Skills

Directions: Follow the directions for each section. Fill in the circle for the answer you think is
correct.

Example

OUTLINE

Styles of Dance

1. Ballet

2. Swing

3. Jazz

4.

A. Which of these would fit best in Line 4
of the outline on the left?

@
@
(9
@

Classical Approach

Dancers

Dance lnstruction

Tap

5. Hip-Hop

Study the map below Use it to do numbers 1 and 2.

1. According to the ffi?p, most of lowa's
land is used for -

grazrng.

crops.

forests.

unproductive uses.

@
@
@
o

Tlaverse
Cit)'
(1a1d Rapids

2. What is the main use for the land
around the city of Duluth?

forests

grazing

unproductive uses

crops

Kev

f] c.opt^r,a

ffi| Partlycroptand
L-_-_-_-_lL---il
b.-l Urazmg

m Forestland

ffi unproductive

o
@
@
o
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4.

LANCUAGE PNACT'CE 7ES7
Part 4t Study Skills (cont.)

realize

reign

refer

receive

hat is

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
o

@
@
@
@

o
@
@
o

8. Which of these is a main heading that
includes the other three words?

Baseball

Track and Field

Summer Olympic Events

Gymnastics

Which of these might be found in a
book chapter entitled "Community
Service Careers"?

architect

firefighter

engineer

stockbroker

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
o

@
@
@
@

9.

6.

Use this entry from a library catalog to answer numbers 3-6.

930.67
Cr Craft, Brenda
Lewis and Clark/ Brenda Craft; illustrations
and maps by Drew Allott. lntroduction by Marla Singh.
New York: EdBook Publishing Company, 2002.
125 pages; illustrations and maps; 2 cm
(The Explorers series, volume 8)

1. U.S. History 2. Biography 3, Native Americans

3.W the title of this book?

U.S. History

Lewis and Clark

Explorers Series

Lewis

How did Drew Allott contribute to this
book?

He was the illustrator.

He was the author.

He wrote the introduction.

He was the publisher.

5. ln what year was this book published?

1 999

2000

2001

2002

How did Brenda Craft contribute to
this book?

She was the publisher.

She was the illustrator.

She was the author.

She wrote a review for it.

Read each question below. Fill in the circle
for the correct answer.

7. Look at these guide words from a
dictionary page.Which word would be
found on this page?

reason-reduce
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